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Abstract. Obtaining traffic load on internal links of the network is crucial for 
network management and control. Though collecting can be available on each 
link, such as applying traditional SNMP scheme, the approach would be expen-
sive because it may cause heavy processing load and sharply degrade the 
throughput of the core routers in high-speed IP backbone. Then monitoring 
merely at the edge and estimating traffic in the core provides a good alternative 
way for overcoming such functionality limitations. In this paper, we explore a 
scheme on deriving internal link load of network with edge-based measurements. 
Contrast to collecting routing data from core routers that costs much, we pro-
pose a route probing method based on hash sampling techniques and IP Meas-
urement protocol between node-pairs. Based on statistical theory, we prove 
that our approach is effective and present the algorithm. Performance simulation 
results show the potential of our approach. 

1   Introduction 

Knowing the volume of traffic on each internal link is beneficial for network man-
agement and control. Basically, there exist three kinds of approaches based on passive 
measurement [1] that may observe link load traffic. In traditional IP-based networks, 
traffic is derived by per-link approach such that using simple network management 
protocol (SNMP) and remote monitoring (RMON) [2] mechanism. But this approach 
has the disadvantage that it will cause heavy processing load and sharply degrade the 
throughput of the core routers in high-speed IP backbone. So monitoring at ingress 
nodes and computing the link traffic load from these measurements provides another 
way to overcome such functionality limitations. With this notion, A.Feldmann et al. 
propose a flow-based measurement approach that traffic flows are measured only at 
the ingress and routing configuration are collected from routers [3]. But the approach 
has some handicaps: (1) difficult to measure each flow at the edge of backbone net-
work since there may be simultaneously ten thousands of flows. (2) collected data sets 
are enormous and computation is time-consuming. (3) need of acquiring routing con-
figuration from core routers costs great. Then the third type of traffic measurement is 
brought forward as direct observation. Trajectory sampling [4] is a method that pro-



vides an estimator of the path matrix using packet sampling technology. It doesn’t 
need to know anything about network topology and routing information. It involves 
sampling packets that traverse each link within the network and regards the set of 
sampled packets as a representative of the overall traffic. However, selecting the exact 
hash sampling function to meet real world is too hard.  

The main contribution of this work is to develop a scheme that link traffic load on 
each link of a measurement domain will be estimated with edge-based measurements 
and route probing results. We apply node-pair based measurements at ingress nodes 
without enabling measurements in the core of the network. In order to know how the 
traffic is routed, routing matrix is constructed with route probing that using hash-
based packet sampling and applying IP measurement protocol (IPMP) [5] to transmit 
path information. Based on statistical theory, we prove that our approach is feasible. 
Further, we propose an algorithm for link traffic computation.  

2   Our Model for Link Traffic Measurement 

In our model, we measure traffic at edge routers and transmit measurement data to a 
server named NCU(Network Collector Unit) where have traffic computation periodi-
cally as shown in Figure 1.  
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Fig.1.  Our model for link traffic measurement 

At edge nodes, we measure aggregate traffic on node pairs. Edge routers send and 
receive IPMP-based route probing packets and extract path information from those 
packets. Such path information is collected by NCU to construct routing matrix. 

Definition 1. Assume a direct graph ( )EVD ,= , |V|=n, |E|=m. Name 
( )mi yyyyY ,,,,, 21 LL=  link traffic vector, where yi denotes traffic on link ei. Let 
( )Lj xxxxX ,,,,, 21 LL=  be SD(Source-destination) measurement vector, where xj 

denotes measured traffic on path over jth SD pair and L denotes number of SD pairs 
within an interval T. 

Definition 2. Let A be a routing likelihood matrix with scale Lm × . For link ei and jth 
SD pair, aij denotes the likelihood of traffic on jth SD pair traverse over link ei. 



Then according to the following equation, we can obtain vector Y. 
YT = AXT     (1) 

Obviously, edge node-pair based measurement can obtain vector X easily. Then the 
main problem is that routing likelihood matrix A should be constructed before link 
traffic can be derived from equation (1).  

3   Route Probing 

The intention of route probing rests on the idea that routers process probing packets 
in the same way as other packets. Based on IPMP, path can be recorded in the probing 
packet when it traverses the network. So relation between links and routes over SD 
pairs will be inferred from probing packets sent and received. 

The IP Measurement Protocol (IPMP) is based on packet-probes. It supports for-
ward and reverse path measurements of a single packet. The protocol has been de-
signed so measurement packets can be processed with approximately the same level of 
computation as needed for IP packet forwarding. IPMP is implemented in AMP meas-
urement system [6] developed by National Laboratory of Applied Networks Research.  

3.1   Route Probing Based on Hash Sampling 

In this section, first we give two theorems for route probing scheme. Secondly, we 
present a framework for hash-based probing system.  
Theorem 1. For routing likelihood matrix A, with random and independent route prob-
ing, element aij has standard deviation 
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where nj denotes probing packets sent over jth SD pair and nij denotes probing 
packets traveled through the link ei. 
Proof:  Since route probing packets are sent out to their destination in random and 
independent way and processed in the same way as common packets on routers. Path 
records can be extracted from these probing packets, so accurate routing information 
in the network can be revealed after enough probing. 

Suppose within measurement period T, source node s has sent nj number of probing 
packets over jth SD pair. On link ei, we obtain nij number of probing packets traveled 
through the link. 

Then the routing likelihood of link ei on paths over jth SD pair is given by 
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With large enough number of probing, obviously, aij has a Bernoulli distribution. So 
its standard deviation has 
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Thus give the proof of Theorem 1. 
At each edge node, route probing is performed periodically as shown in Fig.2. Sam-

pled packets are constructed as probing packets based on IPMP and sent out to des-
tination.   
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Fig.2.  Framework for route probing at edge router 

When probing system receives a packet, it extracts specific bits from the packet to 
make a key including the packet’s destination IP address. Then the key is matched to a 
predefined key mask. If they do not match, the packet is not chosen for sampling. If 
the packet is selected for sampling, a new IPMP request packet will be constructed as 
a probe packet using the sampled packet’s destination IP address as its destination 
address. Then the new packet is sent out to its destination as a common IP packet in 
the network.  

Definition 3. For a packet x, )(xφ  denotes the key that made up of specific bits ex-

tracted from x and )(mφ the mask. 

Hash-based sampling satisfies 
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When 1))(( =xh φ , the packet is selected for sampling and a probe packet will be 

constructed. The length of mask bits determines sampling probability. Suppose a mask 

length m, there exist mM 2= different values for sampling and Mp 1= is the prob-

ability of sampling a packet. Selecting adequate value of m may obtain the expected 
sampling results. We make m=1024 for performance simulations in section 4. 
Theorem 2. For any link ei, within a measurement period T, with random and independ-
ent route probing, the relation between measurement error and route probing packet 
sampling probability p satisfies 
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where n denotes all traffic(packets) traveled over network  and ni denotes traf-
fic(packets) traveled through the link ei. 



Proof:  Within a measurement period T, with random and independent route probing, 
measurement error on link ei contains two parts, one for influence of probing packets 
on background traffic denotes backσ and the other for route probing error probσ . 

So, measurement error sums that 

probback σσσ +=             (7) 

i. Suppose nc number of packets are inserted into network for route probing, then 
packet sampling probability p satisfies 
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For link ei, the maximum of measurement error is  
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ii. For route probing error, from equation (4) we have 
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where )1( iic αα −= . Then we have 
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So the following inequality satisfies 
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Then with equation (7), equation (9) and equation (12), we obtain equation (6). 
Thus give the proof of Theorem 2. 

3.2   Algorithm  

Now we present the algorithm for link load computation. 
Step 1. To initialize link traffic vector and routing likelihood matrix, let Y=0 and A=0. 
Step 2. To compute routing likelihood matrix based on route probing scheme, we ob-
tain the likelihood of aij is jij nn . 

Step 3. To derive load on link ei, we have 
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where yi denotes traffic load on link ei, xj denotes measured traffic on path over jth SD 
pair and L denotes number of SD pairs within an interval T. 
Step 4. Repeat step 3 to compute traffic load on other links. 
End. 

The computation for routing likelihood matrix in step 2 of the algorithm is )(mLO . 
The maximum number of SD pairs has )1()max( −= nnL . Then we conclude the com-
putation complexity of the algorithm is )( 2mnO  (m denotes links and n denotes nodes 
of network). 



4   Performance Simulations 

The main goal behind the simulation is to evaluate the performances of our model. The 
topology of simulation is shown in Fig.3. It includes five core routers and four access 
subnets as ingress.  
 

 

Fig.3. Topology of simulation network 

For paper limitation, we just show simulation results of traffic on link Router2 to 
Router3. In the following figures, title including text as Traffic of Measure denotes 
throughput measured by our approach and title including text as point-to-point 
throughput denotes throughput measured by per-link approach. We show simulation 
results that the link works respectively in light-load as Fig.4 and Fig.5 shown, and 
heavy-load as Fig.6 and Fig.7 shown.  

 

 

Fig.4 Throughput on link Router2 to Router3 measured by our approach and per-link approach 
simultaneously when the link works in light-load situation for two hours 

 



 

Fig.5 Error distribution between our approach and per-link approach when the link works in 
light-load situation 

  

Fig.6 Throughput on link Router2 to Router3 measured by our approach and per-link approach 
simultaneously when the link works in heavy-load situation for two hours 

 

Fig.7 Error distribution between our approach and per-link approach when the link works in 
heavy-load situation 

Investigating on simulation results concludes that: (1) results have little discrep-
ancy between per-link approach and ours on link traffic measurement. It implies that 



our approach is effective. (2) lower error is shown in light-load situation compared to 
heavy-load situation. We think it’s mostly caused by route probing traffic because 
that makes a higher overhead when link traffic is light than heavy. (3) error will in-
crease when traffic decreasing abruptly as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. We think it 
caused by route change that makes some traffic go to other path and transmit over this 
link no more. But our route probing has a delay on detecting such routing change.  

5   Conclusion 

The work is to explore a new edge-based link load traffic measurement problem and 
results several contributions: (1) a model for deriving link load when measurement 
performing only at edge without enabling in the core. (2) a scheme for route probing 
based on Hash based packet samp ling and IPMP context. (3) an algorithm for deriving 
link traffic load. 

Compared with the SNMP scheme, our approach causes few overhead in the core 
because measurement is only at the edge of the network. With flow-based method, 
since node-pair measurement involves aggregate flows, our scheme produces less 
computation. Moreover, our scheme can probe route at the edge while need not extract 
routing data from the core routers. And with direct observation, our approach doesn’t 
require label buffers and sampling operations in the core.  
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